
GYMNOVA developed a new range of foam modules specially adapted 
for people with disabilities making gymnastics accessible to all.

Gymnastics becomes a pleasure by complete new gesture and physical ac-
tivity where several disabilities can be offset. Self-control is developed, often 
with a positive impact on self confidence and well being.

This set of foam modules allows the progression in a favourable environment 
which encourages the psychomotor development of disabled children and 
adults. You will set up  various activities thanks to their modularity while promo-
ting coordination and sense of balance. Products in the Educ’Gym range can 
also be combined to create more varied circuits. 

www.gymnova.com

Colomiers - Seance handi-Gym

Acquire reflexes for everydAy life

FOAM MODULES ADAPTED



This module can be used alone to learn crawling or crossing obstacles. When com-
bined with the cylinder module it will allow balance work (see hereunder picture). 
Sold singly.Dimensions = 50 x 100 x 50 (Lxwxh).

REF. 0343: HANDI SUPPORT

REF. 0340:  HANDI CYLINDER

This big cylinder is ideal for learning gymnastics bases while having fun:  obstacles crossing, 
forward and reverse rotations (according to disabilities). When combined with  supports, 
it becomes a bridge (see hereunder pictures). Dimensions = 200 x 70 cm (Lxø). 2 carrying 
handles.

Combined together, these 
modules are useful for ba-
lance working while reducing 
the fear of heights. The foams 
allow the users to feel an ef-
fective stability.

Ref. 0343

Ref. 0340

Sold singly



This raised incline section has been studied in order to be adapted according to the 
users’ abilities. Thanks to its central opening, users can work on the rolls and be more 
confident during the descent. The head positioning stays correct during the exercise and 
they have a better position of the shoulders while forward and reverse rotations.
This module is used alone or with the Ref. 0345 and 0344. Provided with 4 carrying handles.

Dimensions = 160 x 100 x 72 cm (Lxwxh).
Central opening width = 30 cm.

REF. 0342 : RAISED INCLINE SECTION

REF. 0345 : OPTIONAL SUPPORT 
FOAM MODULE 

These blocks reduce the width 
between the rasied incline module 
Ref. 0342 thereby allowing smaller 
people to do exercises with com-
plete safety. The central space is 
adjustable to make the head pas-
sage easier.

Dimensions = 160 x 5 x 66 cm 
(Lxwxh). Central opening width with 
optional support foam blocks = 20 
cm.

Ref. 0342

Ref. 0345

Vendido por unidad



This landing mat secures all your playground areas. Its dimensions will allow you to po-
sition it on the Inclined Section Ref. 0342 in order to create a useful angled section for 
doing rolls exercises. Dimensions = 170 x 100 x 10 cm (LxWxTh).

REF. 0344 : HANDI SOFT’MAT

Ref. 0342 + 0344

This very stable step allows less abled persons to reach the apparatus easily during 
educational sessions. The users will reproduce the climb and the descent of steps 
and work on free falls safely. 4 carrying handles. Dimensions = 114 x 100 x 72 cm 
(Lxwxh).

REF. 0341 : STEPS
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All Handi-Gym products meet the disabled persons’ needs and expectations.

Due to the high quality foam used users can practice gymnastics safely. In-
clined section modules and supports are constructed of high density foam for 
increased support.  Cylinder modules and steps are made from polystyrene in 
order to be lighter.
Dimensions and foam types that are used, have been specially studied to per-
fectly suit children and adults. 
PVC cover 1,000 deniers, with fire classification M2. Anti-slip base.
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